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Abstract

Human motion contains rich contextual information about not only action, but action intention. In two experiments, we investigated whether the multiscale kinematic information that differentiates intentional actions is the same information to which observers attend when asked to observe an actor’s intended movement. To do so, we first recorded an actor’s movement kinematics while performing four different intentional sit-to-stand actions. Analyzing the differences in movement kinematics, we then identified the joints that contributed to differentiating the actions using principal components analysis and multinomial regression. Observers were then shown point-light displays of these movements and given a forced-choice task to select which action the actor intended to complete and were highly accurate at this task. We hypothesized that if perceptual information used to perceive action intention corresponds to the kinematic information that differentiates among the four possible actions, then observers’ gaze should center more on the joints identified in the movement analysis. This hypothesis was supported, suggesting that joint kinematics that differentiate possible actions are the same joint kinematics to which observers attend in order to successfully differentiate movement intentions in others.
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1. Introduction

Intention does not live exclusively in the brain. Indeed, intentions translate into a person’s movement patterns and human observers are well attuned to such biological motion (e.g. Bosbach et al., 2005; Manera et al., 2011; Sartori et al., 2011; Troscianko et al., 2004). Perceptual attunement to biological motion was initially demonstrated by Johansson (1973) who used point-light displays (i.e., only the motion at each of the major joints [i.e., 10-12 locations] depicted as points of light in video displays) to demonstrate the robust ability of humans to perceive what actions an actor is engaged in. Via these displays, observers not only identified what the actor was doing but even more subtle aspects of the action such as how much effort the actor was putting into their actions. Moreover, subsequent studies have demonstrated perceptual sensitivity to not just actions but a variety of actor characteristics including biological sex (Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977) and even their identity (Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977).

Runeson (1983) proposed the kinematic specification of dynamics (KSD) principle as the basis for the human ability to perceive the dynamics (e.g., the action) from observation of kinematics (e.g., motion of point-light displays) (Runeson, 1983; Runeson & Frykholm, 1983). He argued that because the motion of an object is lawfully related to the forces that produced that motion, the kinematics, accordingly, bear a 1:1 relationship to the original dynamics and thus provide an unambiguous basis to perceive the action for what it is. The KSD principle was initially investigated in non-biological motion (specifically, event perception) by having observers report on the relative masses of colliding balls (Runeson, 1983; Runeson & Frykholm, 1983) and was extended to perception of biological motion via studying the perception of lifted objects using point-light displays (Runeson & Frykholm, 1981). Actors were asked to lift boxes of varying weight while their joint motion was recorded using reflective tape on the major joints. The corresponding point-light displays were presented to observers who were asked to report on the weight of the...
boxes being lifted. In other words, they were asked to “see” the mass of the object lifted while provided only the motion of the major joints (i.e., kinematics). Observers were quite good at this task, supporting Runeson’s KSD principle as the perceptual basis for this ability. Subsequently, this perceptual sensitivity has been demonstrated across a wide range of dispositions and intentions (e.g., Cutting & Kozlowski, 1977; Dittrich et al., 1996; Gröner & Schollerer, 2005; Jokisch et al., 2006; Kozlowski & Cutting, 1977; Mather & Murdoch, 1994; Montepare & Zebrowitz-McArthur, 1988; Steel et al., 2006; Troje et al., 2005).

In addition to the ability to identify current actions, there is also evidence that the intention of an actor can be ascertained via observation of their movement. For example, Bosbach et al. (2005) recorded videos of actors lifting boxes of varying weight (cf. Runeson & Frykholm, 1981) in which the actors were told how much the box-to-be-lifted weighed. However, in some trials the weight given to lift was greater than the actor was told, thus surprising the actor who intended to lift less weight. Observers were then asked to report when the actor received incorrect information about the weight (i.e., when the actor intended to lift less weight than they were actually given to lift). Bosbach et al. (2005) found that patients with neurogenerative peripheral nerve disease (who were, accordingly, limited in recent lifting experience) were worse than controls at differentiating the intention of the actors’ when the weight of the object was greater than the actor expected. Not only does this further evidence that actor movement embodies the intention of the actor, but also suggests that an observer’s ability to ascertain intention is exquisitely linked to one’s own action capabilities.

The ability to perceive action capabilities from kinematics is further evidenced in a study by Weast et al. (2014) who investigated whether an observer could perceive action capabilities based on kinematics. Specifically, they investigated whether observers could perceive the maximum reach-with-jump height and long-jump distance of actors based on point-light displays. They found that jumping-related kinematics (walking and squatting) yielded more accurate perception than non-jumping-related kinematics (standing and twisting). Importantly, the kinematics displayed to the observers were not directly related to the action to be judged (jump height or jump distance) but still informed the observer about the action capabilities of the actor and hence allowed for an extrapolation of the required information.

Not only do kinematics contain information about current actions and action possibilities, but there is also evidence that differences in kinematics unfolding early in a movement process can allow for a differentiation of the intentions of the actor prior to the action being completed (i.e., what type of action they intend prior to the action actually happening). There is evidence both in the analysis of the kinematics as well as of the perceptual sensitivity to the kinematics. Becchio et al. (2010) asked participants to reach toward an object and grasp it to move it from one place to another or to grasp it to hand it to another person. Analysis of the kinematics of the finger movement during the reach-to-grasp movements showed changes in maximal finger aperture and peak grip closing velocity for these two actions, see also Ferri et al. (2010, 2011). Likewise, in a reaching task in which the outcome of movement was occluded, Sartori et al. (2011) demonstrated that observers could discriminate among cooperative, competitive, and individual reaching types of movement. Manera et al. (2011) showed the same perceptual capability of observers to differentiate action intention1 using point-light displays of the end-occluded grasping kinematics (though less accurately than under full-light conditions).

Although the outcomes of actions (such as whether a thrown dart will hit its target or whether a penalty shot will reach the net) have been rather extensively studied in the action prediction literature, there have been few studies investigating the perceptual identification of the action itself that is intended (i.e., when the full action is not visible to the observer). For example, Troscianko et al. (2004) showed video displays from closed-circuit television cameras to observers who were quite effective at perceiving whether the actor’s intent was violent or non-violent, but this was based on video (cut short) not on point-light displays. Likewise, Dittrich (1993) demonstrated that observers can identify if a social interaction was intended to be threatening based on point-light displays, but this did not involve identifying the particular action that was intended without seeing the kinematics of the full act. A variety of different classes of action were studied (locomotory, instrumental, and social) but the closest to intention was if the interaction was threatening. Fewer still have investigated the kinematics that support this ability.

---

1 In Sartori et al. (2011) and Manera et al. (2011) intention is conceptualized as social task intention, i.e., cooperation vs. competition.
Our present focus is on the informational basis for our ability to perceive the array of action-related aspects of biological motion. Specifically, given that there is evidence that intention is embodied in movement kinematics, the present study investigated whether the structure that allows for differentiating intention in movement is the same structure to which the brain is sensitive. If so, this would suggest that intention operates at the scales of brain and body simultaneously in ways that are principled, reliable, and quantifiable. In order to evaluate this possibility, we completed two experiments involving four intentional sit-to-stand (STS) transitions: a baseline STS transition (ST-Stand), an STS transition that includes a forward reach for a button (resembling reaching for an object while standing up, ST-Press-Stand), an STS transition that is interrupted after a forward reach for a button (resembling reaching for an object and sitting back down, ST-Press-Sit), and an STS transition that includes an upwards reach for a pull string (resembling reaching for a light or fan pull string, ST-Reach-Stand; see Figure 1). A single actor produced the four different actions (for which the position of all the major joints were recorded) to provide the kinematic data to analyze and serve as stimuli.

Our central hypothesis was that we are perceptually sensitive to the same kinematic information that differentiates action intention during motion execution. This hypothesis is rooted in the previously established claim that movement intention is embodied in the kinematic information of the actor (e.g., in point-light displays) and that we are perceptually sensitive to the kinematic information that is specific the intention of the actor. Our strategy for testing this hypothesis was to determine the joint kinematics that serve to differentiate the actions and determine if these correspond to the joints that observers attend to when they correctly differentiate among the action intentions. We executed this strategy by conducting two experiments. The first experiment aimed to identify the joint kinematics that differentiate the four STS transitions described above. The second experiment aimed to determine if observers could perceptually discriminate the intention of the actor (that is, if observers could differentiate which action was being initiated prior to it being executed [e.g., prior to the actor pressing a button, standing, stretching, or sitting back down]) and if their gaze focus corresponded to the joint kinematics identified in the first experiment. We predicted that 1) we could statistically identify the joint kinematics that differentiate among the four possible actions (Experiment I); 2) that observers would be able to differentiate among the four possible action intentions based on early kinematic information (Experiment II); and 3) that observers’ gaze would focus more on the joints that differentiate among the four possible actions than on the joints that do not differentiate among the four possible actions (Experiment II). These findings would suggest that the same kinematic information is involved at the levels of perception and motor control for the actions under study.

2. Experiment I – Actor movement

The purpose of Experiment I was to determine which joint kinematics differentiated the four possible STS actions. Our strategy was inspired by a study by Weast-Knapp et al. (2019) who used Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to identify the kinematic information to predict maximum reach-with-jump height of actors. PCA is a statistical technique that is used to reduce the dimensionality of a multivariate data set while preserving as much of its original variability as possible (Jolliffe & Cadima, 2016). This is achieved by transforming the original variables into new variables which are uncorrelated and capture the maximum amount of variation in the data. PCA works by finding the directions in which the data vary the most, and then representing the data along these directions forming new variables, or principal components. The first principal component represents the data projected along the direction that most maximizes the variance in the data; the second principal component represents the direction that maximizes the variance while remaining orthogonal to the first principal component; and so on where the number of principal components is equal to the number of variables in the original dataset—e.g., if the data has 7 dimensions, then there will be 7 principal components (however, to use PCA for dimensionality reduction, we can elect to keep only the first few principal components and ignore the rest). One especially useful measure that may be derived from this procedure are the PCA loadings. The loadings are the coefficients of the linear combination that produces the principal component scores—factors by which each original variable is multiplied to obtain the principal component. The magnitude of the loadings may be squared to calculate the relative contribution of each variable to the principal component.

When applied to kinematic data, PCA can be particularly useful for understanding how different body parts are related and how they interact with each other. Previous work has employed PCA to uncover the most important
factors contributing to variation in movement kinematics in gait (Vallery & Buss, 2006), juggling (Post et al., 2000), and even the movements of cooperating actors (Ramenzoni et al., 2012). Weast-Knapp et al. (2019) used PCA to examine the kinematics of an actor’s walking gait. The actors’ movements were motion-captured via markers at 14 major joints about their bodies. PCA was used to analyze the patterns of marker movements for the purposes of revealing candidate body segments whose patterns of movements provide perceptually rich information about the actors’ reach-with-jumping ability. In order to test whether PCA indeed correctly identified the relevant information in the movement kinematics, they first showed point-light displays of a low-jumper walking and a high-jumper walking to observers who could correctly differentiate jumping ability based on the walking kinematics. In a second experiment they then swapped the PCA loadings to the actors’ joints (loadings for a low-jumper were applied to the kinematics of a high-jumper and vice versa) and presented these modified point-light displays to observers. They found that observers’ reports of maximum reach-with-jump height reversed, meaning observers reported low-jumpers as being able to jump higher than high-jumpers. Hence, the principal components of human movement can be used to indicate the relevant kinematic information of an action.

Therefore, our general strategy for the analysis of intentional motion was to use PCA to determine the markers most relevant (cf. Weast-Knapp et al., 2019) to differentiating the four possible STS actions. For example, using point-light displays, Abernethy & Zawi (2007) asked participants to determine the direction of badminton strokes under varying occlusion conditions. They found that only a relevant subset of joints was needed to correctly predict the outcome of the action. They termed that observers’ reports of maximum reach-with-jump height reversed, meaning observers reported low-jumpers as being able to jump higher than high-jumpers. Hence, the principal components of human movement can be used to indicate the relevant kinematic information of an action.

Accordingly, our strategy was to use the PCA loadings of joint kinematics with stepwise, multinomial regression to identify the essential kinematic information needed to differentiate the four possible STS actions (i.e., the subset of joints needed to statistically differentiate them). One of our central hypotheses was that the relative contributions of joint kinematics to the first principal component (PC1) would systematically vary as a function of the sit-to-stand intention. This would be reflected in changes in the percent-contribution that each segment makes to the major principal components. This change in arrangement would be indicative of changes in the higher-order relationships among joint kinematics in action. A second goal of this experiment was to identify the essential kinematic information by using the resulting PCA loadings as a tool for feature selection—thereby reducing our original set of seven joints down to a more parsimonious number that still allowed for reliable differentiation among our four sit-to-stand intentions.

### 2.1 Method

#### 2.1.1 Participants

We collected intentional sit-to-stand data from one male participant (28 years). The study was approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional review board (IRB # 2012-2827).

#### 2.1.2 Setup and procedure

A schematic of the experimental setup is shown in **Figure 1b**. A button was placed in front of the participant at shoulder height while sitting and 1.6-times the arm length from the shoulder. A pull switch was positioned above the participant at a height of 0.8 times the arm length and at a distance of 0.5 times the arm length from the shoulder while standing. Motion data was recorded using a 20-camera 3D motion capture system (Motion Analysis Corporation, Santa Rosa, CA). A 29-marker set based on the Helen Hayes body marker placement protocol (Kadaba et al., 1990) was used to track the motion as shown in **Figure 1a**. A screen was positioned at eye level in front of the participant to provide instructions for the specific trial. Every trial started with the participant sitting on a stool (height 45.72 cm) without any hand or back rests. The participant was shown a “Ready” signal on the screen and after 3 seconds the instruction to perform any of the four intentional movements marked the go-signal. Instructions to perform any of the four intentional movements were fully randomized. The participant was allowed to take breaks whenever he felt fatigued.

Overall, the participant performed 100 trials of four intentional STS transition tasks that differed in the intention of the subsequent action only (25 trials per intention, see **Figure 1c-f**) (Corbin et al., 2019; Moore et. al., 2019; Patil et. al., 2019). For **ST-Stand**, the participant was asked to stand up at a comfortable speed without any intention towards added activity. During **ST-Press-Stand**, the participant was asked to stand up from the chair while pushing a button in front of them before...
finishing the standing up movement. During ST-Press-Sit, participant was asked to press the same button as in ST-Press-Stand but interrupting the standing up movement afterwards and instead sitting back down. Finally, during ST-Reach-Stand, the participant was asked to stand up to pull a fan string above their head before finishing standing up. For all trials, the participant was instructed not to use his hands to push down on the chair or thighs during the STS transition and not to lift his feet from the heel or toes during the trial.

2.1.3. Data processing

Motion-capture of our actor included a set of 29 markers positioned at various joints and segments on his body. Given our interests and goals for this study we only focused our analysis on marker positions along the superior-inferior and anterior-posterior axes of the actor’s movement. Therefore, seven markers on the right side of the actor’s body were extracted for further analysis: ankle, elbow, wrist (hand), crown of the head, hip, knee, and shoulder. Time series of the two-dimensional (superior-inferior and anterior-posterior) coordinates for each marker were then transformed into a one-dimensional time series of their Euclidean distances from an origin point in the motion-capture space. These Euclidean distance time series were then scaled to unit variance and submitted to principal components analysis via R (stats::prcomp).

2.2 Results

We applied PCA to each STS movement data series from our model. Provided our seven original marker (Euclidean distance) time series, this resulted in seven
components per trial. For each trial, we calculated the amount of total variance accounted for by the first principal component (PC1) which captures the majority of the variance in the movements (cf. Weast et al., 2019). As seen in Table 1, the amount of the variance accounted for by PC1 varied as a function of condition.

Next, we analyzed the loadings of each marker to PC1. Our strategy for identifying the markers relevant to differentiating the four possible actions was to use stepwise, multinomial regression to model the relationship among the four recorded actions and the corresponding body segment contributions. For each movement series, the percentage contribution of each marker was first calculated by squaring the PCA loadings. As seen in Figure 2 the percent contribution of each marker to PC1 varied as a function of actor intention. The vertical dashed line in each plot represents the expected average contribution assuming the contributions of the markers were uniform.

Next, the relative contributions of each of the remaining markers were used to build multinomial regression models with intention (ST-Press-Sit, ST-Press-Stand, ST-Reach-Stand, ST-Stand) as the outcome variable predicted by each of the marker contributions. Starting with a null model (intention ~ 1), we conducted a forward stepwise procedure adding markers in the order of increasing contribution (e.g., knee was the first marker loaded into the model given its overall contribution to PC1 was least). We used the Akaike information criterion (Akaike, 1998) to arrive at the most parsimonious model that might still allow for effective discrimination among intentions. The effectiveness of this model was tested by comparing its performance against the full model using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve (AUROC) as a measure, where lower values indicate poorer performance. The resulting optimal model included only shoulder, head, and elbow. The model using these features was as effective in distinguishing among sit-to-stand intentions as the full model that included all seven of the markers (AUROC values for both models were nearly identical at 0.98). Comparing the fitted probabilities of the two models also showed no appreciable differences (Table 1). Taken together, these results suggest that the shoulder, head, and elbow serve to effectively differentiate among the possible actions.

We note that in addition to the shoulder, head, and elbow, the original PCA analysis showed that hand and hip also contribute meaningfully to the first principal component. However, hand and hip were not included in the final model from our stepwise regression. This outcome is

![Figure 2: Mean percent contribution of each marker as a function of intention. The vertical dashed line in each plot represents the expected average contribution assuming the contribution of the markers were uniform.](image-url)
likely due to the contributions of both hand and hip strongly correlating with other candidate markers, and thus acting as redundant sources of variation in our model. Given that the correlations between hand and elbow ($r = .84$) as well as head and hip ($r = .98$) were very high, we tested the performance of our current model against alternatives that included either hip in the place of head, hand in the place of elbow, or swapped both. While each of the alternative models performed very well (AUROCs > 0.90) the current model including shoulder, elbow, and head remained the most effective.

3. Experiment II – Perception of action intention

Given that previous research has demonstrated that intention is embodied in our movements and that observers can accurately identify actions based on the essential kinematics in point-light displays, our first aim in Experiment II was to determine if observers can correctly differentiate among the four possible action intentions of the actor from Experiment I. The results of our motion analysis in Experiment I suggest that variations in movement patterns among the shoulder, head, and elbow serve to differentiate the four possible actions. We hypothesized that the variations in contribution (i.e., the change in loadings) among intentional actions (e.g., ST-Press-Sit vs. ST-Stand, etc.) may be useful for identifying which body segments are most important for differentiating among intentions. For example, if the relative contribution of a particular segment is consistently low and invariant across conditions, then it may be of low perceptual value for distinguishing among intentions. Conversely, if the contribution is consistently high and/or varies greatly among intentions, then that body segment may be of high perceptual value. We hypothesized, therefore, that the same joint kinematics that were determined to differentiate the four possible actions in Experiment I, may likewise correspond to the kinematic information to which observers attend in order to differentiate the action intentions.

3.1. Method

3.1.1. Participants

In this experiment, we collected eye-movement data and intention judgements of 14 participants (3 female, 11 male; 18-24 years). Participants were undergraduate students at the University of Cincinnati who participated for research credit. The study was approved by the University of Cincinnati Institutional Review Board (IRB # 2012-2827).
3.1.2 Stimuli and design

To test our hypothesis, we created point-light displays from the processed movement data time series of the seven markers placed on the left ankle, elbow, wrist (hand), crown of the head, hip, knee, and shoulder of the participant in Experiment I (see also Section 2.1.3). Four movement trials were randomly chosen from the 25 performed sequences per intention to create four point-light sequences via Unity 3D. To simplify gaze data processing our “point lights” were represented by QR Codes that allow for automated data processing in D-Lab (Ergoneers Inc.); see Figure 3. In addition to the different intentions, we also created five different conditions with reduced amounts of available body information:

1. full body – all seven markers available
2. full body no arms – without elbow and wrist marker
3. upper body – without knee and ankle marker
4. upper body no arms – only hip, shoulder, and head marker available
5. lower body – only ankle, knee, and hip marker available

3.1.3 Setup and procedure

The point light displays were projected on a screen using a wall-mounted projector. In order to record eye movements and gaze, participants were asked to wear a Dikablis eye-tracking unit (Ergoneers, Inc.). Participants were seated centrally 2.7m back from the screen, and a small table with a keyboard in front of them. After obtaining informed consent, participants were shown the movie clips of a person performing the four intentional movements as recorded in Experiment I, and were explained the intentions as: Standing with no reaching (i.e. ST-Stand), standing and reaching forward to grab something and remain standing (i.e. ST-Press-Stand), standing and reaching forward to grab something and then immediately returning to the seated position (i.e. ST-Press-Sit), and standing and reaching up as if turning on a ceiling fan (i.e. ST-Reach-Stand). No information was given about the different body information levels. Afterwards, the eye-tracker was donned and calibrated. Participants then watched the fully randomized point-light displays of each of the intentional movements and body information levels. For each trial, they were instructed to press a button when they were ready to identify which of the four intentions they were shown. They then verbally responded with their choice which was recorded manually by the experimenter, and the next display was started. Each of the four intentions was shown four times, in five different body information levels, resulting in 80 total trials per participant.

3.2 Perception of action intention

We conducted mixed-effects logistic regressions (with random intercepts for each participant) to examine the likelihood of correctly identifying the actor’s intention as a function of the intention displayed (ST-Stand, ST-Reach-Stand, ST-Press-Sit, ST-Press-Stand), and the body information level available in the point light display (Full body, Upper body, Full body with no arms, Upper body with no arms, Lower body). To address issues of complete separation, we obtained our parameter estimates using Bayesian logistic regression (R package: bmle::bglmer) using weakly informative priors (Gelman et al., 2008). Overall, the model indicated a significant interaction between our two predictors, $\chi^2 (12) = 59.36, p < .001$.

Figure 3: Experiment II Setup and Stimuli (from left to right): full body, full body no arms, upper body, upper body no arms, lower body.
Figure 4 expresses the estimated marginal effects of this model in terms of the participants’ correct responses. The light blue bands represent the 95% CI and non-overlapping arrows indicate significant differences (Tukey HSD $p < .05$) between the proportion of correct responses by condition. As can be seen in Figure 4, participants were highly accurate at differentiating among intentions when provided full body information and remained accurate in discriminating intentions when only provided upper body information about the actor, with a notable drop-off in correct judgments for ST-Stand. All conditions with the notable exception of ST-Press-Sit saw a significant decrease in accuracy when arms were removed from the point light model. When only lower body information was present, participants performed at chance levels for ST-Press-Stand and ST-Reach-Stand.

### 3.3. Gaze focus

In order to determine if participants’ gaze focused more on the joints that differentiate the four possible actions (shoulder, head, and elbow, see Experiment I), we submitted the frequencies of gaze fixations to each marker per trial per participant of correct trials (i.e., those trials in which participants identified the displayed intention correctly) to a generalized linear regression Poisson model. As predicted, the results of this model indicated that participants’ gaze tended to be focused on some body segments more than others, Likelihood Ratio Test, $\chi^2 (6) = 3071$, $p < .001$. Follow-up pairwise contrasts of all segments against one another were significant except for Hand-Hip, Elbow-Head, and Ankle-Knee ($p s > .05$). As can be seen in Figure 5, participants overwhelmingly fixated upon the Shoulder, Head, and Elbow compared to the remaining four markers. As anticipated, participants’ fixations aligned with the same joints that were identified in our motion analysis in Experiment I. Notably, perceivers fixations on Hand and Hip were relatively low, suggesting that they may have been sensitive to these markers as redundant sources of information and elected to attend to more prominent markers.

### 4. Discussion

Our goal in this study was to evaluate a strategy for investigating whether the kinematic information that differentiates actions is the same information to which observers attend when asked to perceive an actor’s intended movement. An actor performed four different sit-to-stand actions (ST-Stand, ST-Press-Stand, ST-Press-Sit, and ST-Reach-Stand). The recorded kinematics were reduced to the kinematics of the major joints and the motion was truncated to end prior to the supra-postural action being completed (e.g., before a press or a reach). Observers were then asked, using a forced-choice paradigm, to select which action the actor intended to complete, and were highly accurate at this task. We then identified the joints that contribute to differentiating the actions using PCA and multinomial regression. The resulting contributing joints included shoulder, head, and elbow. This served to generate our hypothesis regarding participant gaze foci. We hypothesized that if perceptual information used to perceive action intention corresponds to the kinematic information that differentiates among the four possible actions, then observers’ gaze should focus more on shoulder, head, and elbow than other joints of the actor.
This hypothesis was supported by several findings. Perceptual performance was best in the full-body condition and nearly as good when the display included upper-body with arms. Perceptual performance sharply decreased when full- or upper-body was shown with no arms and still further when only lower-body joints were displayed. Further support is provided by the number of fixations observers displayed on certain markers before making a correct judgement on the intentional action displayed. Our findings are, therefore, consistent with central hypothesis that the joint kinematics that differentiate the possible actions under study are the same joint kinematics to which observers attend in order to successfully differentiate the movement intentions of the actor. Our findings are consistent with previous studies demonstrating that intention is embodied in movements. This is evidenced by the fact that observers could correctly differentiate among the possible intended actions prior to those actions being executed. This is further evidenced by the alignment of our findings of the movement analysis with the findings of the perceptual task. In the movement analysis we found that the joint kinematics that serve to differentiate the four possible actions included the shoulder, head, and elbow. Not only did participants’ gaze focus correspond to those predicted joints, but performance on the perceptual judgments declined in conditions those joints were not visible to participants but did not decline when lower-body information was not visible to participants.

5. Limitations

The present study was limited to the kinematics of a single actor. We, therefore, do not make any claims regarding how generalizable our findings are regarding the particular structure that differentiates the set of actions we investigated. We acknowledge the very distinct possibility that studying different actors may yield different joints that differentiate their actions from each other or that the joints that differentiate their actions collectively may differ from the single actor we studied. Thus, we refrain from making any claims about whether the joints we identified (and/or their loadings with respect to PCs) would serve to differentiate all actors with respect to the actions studied. Rather we can only make claims about the particular actor under study and the structure involved in his particular actions. We would expect, however, that if different joints than...
observed in the present study serve to differentiate among the actions of a different actor that observers would focus on those joints in order to successfully differentiate among the actions. The present analyses do not permit us to comment on the particular kinematic structure (meaning the spatio-temporal structure of the joint dynamics that specify the actions in question or which differentiates the actions). Our focus in this study was on the joints most relevant to differentiating the action, not on the dynamics of each joint, nor their relation to one another. The rationale for this focus was to test our strategy for studying the multiscale nature of the kinematics of action intention, rather than to make broad claims about the coordination dynamics themselves.

6. Conclusions

This study tested the utility of a strategy for studying information about movement intention at different scales of human performance (namely movement coordination and perception). Our findings demonstrate the promise of this approach in investigating how structure in movement embodies intention and how that same structure may inform perception. Our results also serve to expand upon Runeson’s KSD principle which provides a theoretical framework for understanding how intention manifests in a consistent form at different scales of human performance.
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